## Spelling List E-1
/ă/ and /ĕ/

### Spelling Words
1. captain
2. balance
3. battery
4. gratitude
5. distract
6. expand
7. attack
8. relax
9. thrash
10. snagged
11. thread
12. empty
13. nestle
14. trendsetter
15. elect
16. expect
17. present
18. century
19. rebel
20. spread

### Review Words
21. craft
22. enter
23. crabby

### Challenge Words
24. depth
25. pledge

### About Your Spelling Words
Each of this week's words has a short a (ă) or short e (ĕ) vowel sound.

The /ă/ sound is the vowel you hear in the first syllable of the word **apple**.

The /ĕ/ sound is the vowel you hear at the beginning of the word **egg**.
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